
Payment Connect

Patient Bill PayExpect Amazing Results

Talk to us about your Patient Payment needs 

The market shift to high deductible healthcare plans is here and 
enrollment continues to climb. The increases in patient 
deductibles and out-of-pocket costs necessitates integrated 
and flexible patient payment experiences without increasing the 
burdens of payment card industry (PCI) compliance within your 
practice. Payment simplicity for patents and your staff is 
essential in achieving increased productivity in a shifting 
marketplace. 

- Key Benefits -

Real-time payment processing - 
Eliminate double entry of payment 
information with integrated solutions to 
automate posting in Amazing Charts 
PM and directly deposit payments into 
your bank account.
Flexible payment options - Accept all 
debit/credit cards and offer payment 
plans to pay off larger balances over 
time. 
Digital Wallet - Securely store patient 
payment methods for future visits and 
payments.
Statement pay options - Alert patients 
of online payment options directly on 
their statements.
Portal QuickPay - Direct patients to 
www.HealthTracker.com to pay a bill 
without having to log in to the patient 
portal.
Email Receipts - Automatically email 
your patients a copy of their receipt.
EMV and Apple Pay Ready - POS 
support that can read chip cards and 
Apple payment solutions. 

Accelerate collections by accepting all debit/credit cards 
with automatic posting into Amazing Charts PM. 

Reduce your PCI scope with a secure platform that is 
independently audited and certified at the highest levels 
for both healthcare and payment industries. 

Reduce the operational strain of double-entry processing 
patient payments and avoid having to re-enter to re-swipe 
a patient’s card through a patient digital wallet.

Improve patient satisfaction, maximize revenue 
and reduce operational strain with flexible patient 
payment options and simple payment collection 
workflows.

Digital Wallets in Amazing 
Charts Practice 

Management Are Here!



We offer a range of solutions for any practice 
regardless of size, specialty or budget. Our product 

line-up includes all the tools you will need to run your 
practice efficiently and effectively. We offer a low cost 

- easy to use basic option as well as multifaceted
systems to manage all the components of your office 

structure. 

Expect Amazing Results


